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Abstract: In fact, cancer is produced for genetic reasons. So, gene feature
selection techniques are very important for biological processes which help to find
subsets of informative genes. However, the quality of recognition is still not
sufficient and leads to low accuracy rates. Hence, this research proposes
integrating a feature selection method (IFS). There two phases of IFS: 1)
determining feature length by Gain Ratio (GR) and 2) estimating each rank list
using a wrapper approach based on K-nearest neighbor classification (KNN),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest (RF). Experimental results
based on two gene expression datasets, it is found that the proposed method not
only has higher accuracy rate than tradition methods, but also reduce many
irrelevant features. In addition, most models based on IFS method are more
beneficial when working with two or multi-classes.

1 Introduction

Gene expression data is an expression level of gene when DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid)
encoded into protein. At present, expression level of gene is measured by using
microarray techniques. This technique is applied to hybridization of nucleic acid for
validating gene expression data [HO08]. Actually, several genes are not related to others,
this in turn leads to high time consumption in the decision process.
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A basic technique of gene feature selection at the moment is to search for genes that have
recognition power via filter and wrapper approaches which are the main techniques for
feature selection. The first method is to connect individual discriminate power of genes
without involving an induction algorithm such as Chi-square (�2), Information gain (Info),
Gain Ratio (GR) and correlation based feature selection (Cfs). The next method is to
associate with induction algorithms (such as Forward Stepwise Feature Selection (FSFS)
or Backward Stepwise Feature Selection (BSFS)) [PA07] which determine the power of a
pick out subset of genes. In the case of time consumption, the wrapper approach takes
more time than the filter approach. On the other hand, the filter method has an accuracy
rate less than the wrapper method. Nevertheless, finding a subset of informative genes is
beneficial for biology processes that need high accuracy. Hence, the wrapper approach is
suitable for supporting these processes. Technique transformation based such as Principle
Component Analysis (PCA), Single Value Decomposition (SVD) and Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) are not desirable for gene feature selection because they
translate less then the original features, cannot move any attribute, and unrelated features
[PL04].

As mentioned above, the curse of dimension problems based on gene expression data not
only leads to very time consuming but also high miss classification rates. In the traditional
feature selection model, filter approach is used first and after that it is sent to the wrapper
approach. However, a key problem of this method is that it produces low accuracy rates.
Choosing an appropriate algorithm for the wrapper approach with gene expression dataset
depends on results from the experiment. Hence, this research proposes IFS methods for
gene feature selection that perform 1) determining feature length by a filter approach and
2) evaluating each rank list using a wrapper approach. In this way, the accuracy rate of the
proposed integrated method is compared with traditional feature selection methods. The
result of the experiment depicts IFS methods not only decreases subsets of genes but also
increases accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 represents a summary of the
literature reviews. The proposed IFS method and detail is presented in Section 3. Then,
the experiments and comparisons with traditional methodologies are shown in Section 4.
Finally, concluding remarks is presented in Section 5.

2 Gene Selection and Classification

The background of gene feature selection is based on statistic methods such as t-statistics
and difference of means. However, the key definition of t-statistics is two samples that
must be an equal variant. Significant Analysis of Microarray (SAM) is proposed by
[MU04]. SAM can complete over a scope of restriction that recognizes genes. Individual
gene has SAM scores which based on combination of gene expression that connects with
standard deviation of evaluation iteration.
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Now, filter approach is the most popular technique based on relationship among
attributes. It is also wildly used in feature selection operations. For instance, a gene is
merged into a group using relation value of gene that is more than the threshold. After
that, it creates top ranked genes from each group. On the other hand, best genes are
shown using relation values that are lower than the threshold. Then, Fuzzy Clustering is
used to group them for classification [JA03]. A few techniques for gene feature selection
are composed of two steps. Firstly, all genes are selected using Cfs technique. Secondly,
output of the previous step is chosen by a binary particle swarm optimization algorithm
(BPSO). The operation of this technique is the same as the wrapper approach [CH08].
However, some methods are based on distance measurement such as Mahalanobis and
Euclidean. Forward Variable Selection Method (FSM) proposed by [HI08] is based on
Mahalanobis distance and F-value to find subgroups of genes. This technique compares
Simples and S2N techniques.

Combining filter and wrapper approaches are based on Gene Boosting Technique
proposed by [JI08]. Firstly, a subgroup of gene is chosen from the top rank using a filter
technique. Secondly, subsets of gene via the wrapper approach are based on power of
the induction algorithm. The end of the process completes when conditions are met. In
contrast, the accuracy rate is not better than the training set. The format of genes on
microarray data is small in size and has many dimensionalities. So, the impact of gene
feature selection on imbalanced microarray [KA09] is proposed, based on five feature
selection methods: Cfs, Chi Square, Info, ReliefF, and Symmetrical Uncertainty
integrated four supervised learning: C30-NN, SVM, RF-100, and PART on 11 public
microarray data sets. The experiment shows that the SVM approach had higher
performance than other techniques. Nevertheless, SVM has low efficiency, if subsets of
genes are less than 10. A hybrid model is proposed [RR06] which used subset of genes
one by one to separate gene subsets. This model is based on Naïve Bayes, Instance-based
Learner (IB1), and Decision Tree (C4.5). But correlation between each gene is ignored.
This is the main problem of this model. Comparison of hybrid feature selection models
on gene expression datasets is proposed by [PS10]. First of all it selects a subset of gene
using Cfs, GR, and Info. Next it transfers output from the previous step into a wrapper
approach based on SVM and two heuristic searches which are Greedy Search (GS) and
Genetic Algorithm (GA). However, the hybrid model produces a few subsets of gene
which leads to decreased accuracy rates.

Classification of Microarrays to Nearest Centroid (CalNC) is proposed by [RD05]. This
technique is based on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and t-statistics value.
Subsequently, suitable score is added in CalNC [QS09]. This way, the distance between
sample and centroid is evaluated using suitable score that calculates from Mahalanobis
distance function.

Genetic algorithms are well-known and very beneficial in classification domains.
GASVM uses one-objective and the appropriate root to work with genes of 1,000 or less.
The concept of Multi-objective strategy comes from a genetic algorithm used to find
subgroups of gene. Thus, multi-objective optimization (MOO) concentrates on
correlation between assorted objective and a class called MOGASVM [MM09].
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One of the major issues in classification is that when dealing with multi-class problems it
usually decreases efficiency of classification algorithms. So, [KAA09] proposed a
stochastic method called Optimal Feature Weighting algorithm (OFW). This method is
based on integrating SVM and CART algorithms. Then a filter and a wrapper approach
are used to evaluate public microarray datasets. On the other hand, Pareto-front Analysis
can help ranking and measuring of genes [PM09] which calculate restricted classwise
between-class and the sum of squares. In addition, it represents more efficiency when
working with multi-class of genes on four cancer datasets.

Filter and wrapper approaches gain the most achievement for feature selection but, two
examples below show that sometimes they make inferior decisions when picking out
feature power.

Example 1. This example uses “Colon Tumor” gene expression dataset that has 61
instances and 2001 attributes. Traditional feature selection steps are as follows: 1) A
gene is ranked using GR algorithm 2) the result is sent to a wrapper approach by KNN,
SVM and RF 3) output validation using 5-folds cross validation measurement. Original
feature selection method can remove 1,865 dimensions and represents as shown in
Figure 1. Nevertheless, this method develops correct classification of KNN, SVM, and
RF, 77.42%, 75.81%, and 77.08%, respectively (Fig. 1(a)).

Example 2. In the same way, Fig.1 (b) represents accuracy rate of KNN, SVM, and RF,
87.5%, 91.67%, and 77.08% as follows. The influence of traditional feature selection
takes away 2,241 attributes from 96 instances and 4027 attributes of “Lymphoma” gene
expression dataset.
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Figure 1. The result of classification based on traditional feature selectioin (a) Colon Tumor
dataset (b) Lymphoma dataset

3 Integrating Feature Selection Methods (IFS)

At present there are many feature selection techniques in the data mining domain for
selecting feature. However, improving performance of feature selection is very essential.
In this part, the research proposed IFS methods (Fig. 2) base on combining GR and KNN,
SVM, and RF (GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF). Then, all models are applied to be
selected as a few dimensions based on two public gene expression datasets. The
components of proposed IFS method, composed of Phases 1 and 2, are described below:
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Phase 1: Filter Approach

Gene expression data determines feature length using the Gain Ratio (GR) method based
on forward selection searches. In that case, each subset of rank attribute (one to ten
attributes) is created.

GR technique improves the problem of information Gain (Info) algorithm. The structure
of this method is created by using to-down design. GR was developed by Quinlan in 1986
and based on evaluation of information theory [RG90]. Typically, probability of vi
answers the (P(vi)) probabilities. So, the information substances (i) of the real answers are
given in (1) [PA05]. Info based on Entropy measurement reduces because of the separate
method. Entropy at a given node t is given in (2):
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@ Info is shown in (3); the parent node, p, is split into k partition; nj is the number of
records in partition i. Nevertheless, bias splits can happen with large partitions.
For instance, Student ID attribute is not appropriate for predicting because it
contains particular values for individual data. Therefore, it leads to large amounts of
results because the number of data is connected with partitions (one by one), which
is very difficult to believe predictions.

@ SplitINFO is presented in (4) to resolve bias in Info. In (5), Info is adapted by using
the entropy of the partitioning (SplitINFO). Thus, attribute contain high Entropy is
adjusted.
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Steps in Phase 1
Step 1 Let dataset D with features x1, x2,…,xn .

Step 2 Calculate INFO° value of attribute x using equation (3)

Step 3 An attribute x is said to be connected with class (C) if GR value of x is > 0.
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Step 4 Ranked all attribute value by descending sort; x1, x2,…,xn.

Step 5 Define interval index of rank attribute, i, is added into each one to ten attributes.
So, feature subset Dj with features xi1, xi2,…,xi10 ; j = 1,…,n.

Phase 2: Wrapper Approach

Next, each subset of rank attribute is evaluated using a wrapper approach such as KNN,
SVM, and RF. In this way, discriminating attributes are selected by integrating filter and
wrapper approaches together.

Steps in Phase 2
Step 6 Feature subset Dj = (xi1, xi2,…,xi10) is evaluated using wrapper approach. In
particular, heuristic method is used to perform feature selection searches based on each
feature subset Dj.
Step 7 Induction algorithm is used to estimate feature subset Dj using cross validation. In
practices, induction algorithms are similar to the black box process; users do not need to
known procedure details but must be familiar with the interface.
Step 8 Each remained feature subset Dj can be computed repeatedly using definition 6.

For example, the suitable attribute, the suitable attribute plus the next suitable attribute,
etc. The final steps, groups of suitable attribute are calculated. For the SVM classifier, this
research selects Radial Basis Function (RBF) because it has higher performance than
other kernel functions [5]. Moreover, measurement methods focus on precision, recall, F-
measure and accuracy rate. Fig. 2 shows the experiment design of the research.
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Figure 2. Experiment design for comparison of IFS methods for gene feature selection

TABLE I. DETAIL OF GENE EXPRESSION DATASET

Dataset Instances Attributes Class Values

Colon Tumor 62 2001 Positive and Negative

Lymphoma 96 4027
GCL, ACL, DLBCL,
GCB, NIL, ABB, RAT,
TCL, FL, RBB, and CLL
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4 Experiments

In this section, the experiment results depicts that all of IFS methods provide higher value
than traditional feature selection methods. First of all, testing based on two class dataset
with IFS method and traditional technique. Secondly, verify based multi-class dataset
with proposed method. Finally, IFS method and conventional methods are measured
using Precision, Recall, F-Measure, and Accuracy rate.

1) Experiment on Colon Tumor Dataset

The details of two public gene expression datasets are shown in Table I. The experimental
results on Colon Tumor gene expression dataset are shown in Table II. Using traditional
feature selections (GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF) there were 135 attributes chosen. The
IFS method shows significant results; it is better than old feature selections. As we can
see from Table II that it can select much less number of attributes, i.e., 12, 42, and 9,
based on proposed model GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF, respectively.

2) Experiment on Lymphoma Dataset

Similarly, experiment on traditional dimension reduction with Lymphoma dataset is
shown in Table II. In same way, several dimensions are selected, which were 1785 from
4027 attributes. On the contrary, few attributes are chosen using IFS method such as 202,
1622, and 682 based on proposed model GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF, respectively.

3) Evaluation measurement between IFS and conventional methods

The efficiency comparing between IFS and conventional methods are based on precision,
recall, F-measure, and accuracy rate. IFS method indicates that the performance of this
technique is suitable for feature selection. In contrast, the GRKNN model of IFS method
has low improvement of performance when selecting a subset of gene. Nevertheless,
GRRF model based on traditional feature selection techniques is the best when changed
into an IFS method. Moreover, all of model based on the IFS method can reduce feature
and still generate better accuracy rates than traditional techniques, shown in Fig.3, Fig. 4
and Table III

TABLE II. COMPARISON SUBSET OF GENE BETWEEN IFS AND TRADITIONAL METHODS

Traditional Methods IFS Methods

Datasets

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

Colon 135 135 135 12 42 9

Lymphoma 1785 1785 1785 202 1622 682
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Figure 3. Comparing accuracy rate of traditional techniques and IFS methods on Lymphoma

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF ACCURACY RATE BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND IFSMETHODS

Traditional Methods (%) IFS Methods (%)

Datasets

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

Colon 77.42 75.81 77.08 87.1 87.1 88.71

Lymphoma 87.5 91.67 77.08 86.46 93.75 85.42

Average 82.46 83.74 77.08 86.78 90.43 87.07

TABLE IV. COMPARING PRECISION (P), RECALL (R), AND F-MEASURE (F)

Traditional Models (%) IFS Methods (%)

Datasets

E
ffi
ci
en
cy

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

P 77.4 75.6 77.5 87.1 87 88.6

R 77.4 75.8 77.1 87.1 87.1 88.7Colon
Tumor

F 77.4 75.7 74.3 87.1 86.9 88.6

P 87.7 87.2 77.5 84.9 91 84.5

R 87.5 91.7 77.1 86.5 93.8 85.4Lymphoma

F 86.6 88.9 74.3 85.5 92.3 84.1
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Figure 4. Comparing accuracy rate of traditional techniques and IFS methods on Colon Tumor

Many features are found when using a proposed GRSVM model compared to others. In
the the meantime, a few features are chosen when using proposed GRKNN. In Table II,
proposed GRSVM model shows higher average accuracy than others but proposed
GRRF model shows the best improvement and efficiency when compared to traditional
GRRF models. Precision, recall, and F-measure are presented in Table IV. This also
reveals that proposed GRSVM model has better performance while proposed GRRF
model is enhanced more than other models. Most of the IFS methods can improve
accuracy rate for both two class and multi-class, this means it is more flexible when
working with a lot of datasets.

5 Conclusion

This research proposed an IFS method that integrate filter and wrapper approaches
together. The crucial difference between traditional feature selection and IFS methods are
working process. IFS methods determine feature length based on the GR algorithm and
forward selection searches. Meanwhile, individual subset of rank feature (zero to ten
attributes) is created and then evaluated using a wrapper approach. Proposed model based
on IFS methods such as GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF is better than the existing methods
because they decrease dimension and recognize cancer related feature, also increases
accuracy rates. Thus, IFS method is useful and appropriate for implementing a software
package model. From the experiments, proposed GRSVM model has higher efficiency
over the other models. These IFS methods can eliminate dimensions of Colon Tumor data
from 2001 to 11, 41, and 8, respectively and Lymphoma data from 4026 to 201, 1621, and
681, respectively. Furthermore, IFS methods conduct higher average of accuracy rate in
which GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF: 86.78%, 90.43%, and 87.07% as follows. The
trend toward IFS methods generates high accuracy rates over traditional methods. For
example, proposed GRSVM and GRRF models. On the other hand, the proposed
GRKNN model has an average accuracy rate of 86.78% which is lower than the other IFS
methods. In this way, GRKNN model contained 11 and 201 attributes in the Leukemia
and Colon Tumor datasets.

In the future, clustering techniques based on proposed method should be developed
because most of them produce low accuracy when working with many dimensions; this
may deliver higher exactness.
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